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Wishes take muscle!

24TH TO 29TH APRIL 2018
Highlights of the World Wish Day®
2018 activities across India

Granting wishes takes muscle!
Make-A-Wish® India celebrated World Wish Day, across its nine offices in India, with support from Jewelers For Children (JFC) and granted 185 memorable wishes.

It was a true implementation of our mission: Together, we create life-changing wishes for children with critical illnesses.

Following is a summary of the various activities across India.
★ The celebration started with the cricket legend and our celebrity wish granter Master Blaster Sachin Tendulkar granting the wish of four children, on his birthday, 24th April. After cutting his birthday cake with them, he gifted them an autographed bat and played a game of arm wrestling as well. And guess what, our wish kids beat him hands down!! These smiling pictures say it all.....
★ Magic show, games, singing and dancing in Ahmedabad helped to grant wishes of 24 children in a memorable way.
Volunteers in Bangalore came up with a variety of funny costumes for wish kids and their parents and played games to engage one and all which led to granting of 17 wishes.

Prayers by wish kids, sharing wish experiences by kids, parents and doctors, playing musical instruments like casio and violin, demonstrated the Power of A Wish in Chennai. Wishes of 37 children were granted on this day.

Various games and events were organized by our host Country Club, Delhi, to create memories while granting wishes for 17 children.

MNJ Cancer Hospital in Hyderabad became the venue for granting wishes of 22 children. Magic show, games, rides for children and birthday celebration with cake cutting were highlights of the event.

Canvas painting, and guitar performance by a wish child were the highlights of the event at the J K Lon Hospital in Jaipur, where wishes of 15 children were granted.

In the city of joy – Kolkata, fun activities for doctors, volunteers, wish kids and their families were organized. Wishes of 10 children came true during this event.
With support from Kidzania, Mumbai, 13 wish kids got a chance to live their dream profession. From becoming a chef, to a fire officer, a pilot, a doctor, a courier boy, and to make popcorn, donuts, and soft drinks. They also earned Kidzania currency with which they could buy goodies for themselves. The team at Kidzania encouraged the kids to take part in dancing, as well as taught them to dress up for a fashion ramp walk. Their senior leadership team then handed over the wish gifts to the children and made them feel comfortable with goodies and delicious snacks for all. Zank-U Kidzania!!

The staff in Mumbai organized a surprise lunch and games session for their volunteers, in the presence of the Founder Trustee – Mr. Uday Joshi, to build an emotional connect for one and all on this World Wish Day.

Tattoo painting, clown acts and the presence of a celebrity had 26 wish kids engaged in Pune.

Fulfilling the wishes of children with critical illnesses involves the efforts of many people such as donors, doctors, volunteers and parents. We thank you all.

The Board of Trustees, staff, volunteers and wish families thank each and every one at Jewelers For Children (JFC) for making this a memorable World Wish Day celebration and we look forward to your continued support.

Thank you JFC for helping us.